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Remarks on the Disposition of Points in
Numerical Integration Formulas
1. Introduction.
Numerical integration
formulas of degree 2 (i.e., exact for
polynomials of at most degree 2) consisting of re + 1 equally weighted points have
been developed for certain regions in «-dimensional
Euclidean space. Thacher
[1] discusses the equations which a formula of this type must satisfy for regions
which are invariant under the group of linear transformations
which leave the
«-cube with vertices (±a, ±a, • • • , ±a) invariant; we call these symmetric regions. Hammer and Stroud [2] give two such formulas for the «-simplex. Hammer
[3] has shown that a set of 2re equally weighted points lying on the coordinate axes
form a formula of degree 3 for any symmetric region.
In section 2 of this note we show that the formulas of degree 2 discussed by
Thacher can be described geometrically. We also show that there is a similar class
of formulas for the regular w-simplex. In section 3 we describe geometrically
a
wide class of formulas of degree 3 containing 2re points for symmetrical
regions.
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2. Formulas of degree 2. This section is devoted to the proof of the following:
Theorem 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that w + 1 equally weighted
points form a numerical integration formula of degree 2 for a symmetric region or
for a regular n-simplex is that these points form the vertices of a regular n-simplex
whose centroid coincides with the centroid of the region and lie on the surface of a
sphere of radius r = \ZnIi/I<¡, where
j dv

7o

72 =

/

JR

xi2dv =■••=/

xn2dv.

JR

JR

Proof. The weight for the points is 70/(w + 1). We first prove the theorem
for symmetrical regions; the proof for the w-simplex follows easily. Let R be a
symmetrical region. We then have

/

Xidv =

/

i 7e j.

i, j = 1, •• • , w

XiXjdv = 0

Now suppose the re + 1 points
(1)

Vi — (va,

are an integration
the equations
(2)
(3)

va,

0,1,

• • ■ , vin)

formula of degree 2 for R with equal weights. Then they satisfy
■■ +

voi + vu +
voiVoj + vuvij

+

■■•

1,

vni = 0

(w + 1)72 t
+
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=

-r-
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To show that the points Vi satisfy the conditions
matrix

of the theorem
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By (2) and (3) it is seen that
7o
where 7 is the identity

matrix.

Hence

ArA _(«
is equivalent
fi\
(4)

+ »!*!

to the equations

_L
_L
_L l2
VilVjl + ■ • ■ + VinVjn + V" =
io

(W + ^l2
-fJ-0

X
Sij

i,j = 0, 1,

, re.

This shows that the points lie on the sphere of radius y/nl-i/I* with centroid
at the origin. To show that the v.- are vertices of a regular w-simplex it suffices to
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V2n—

2iVilVn

+

••• +

VinVjn)

2jn + 1)1,
Jo
Reversal of the above argument proves the condition of the theorem is sufficient.
This establishes the theorem for symmetric regions.
To show the theorem holds for the «-simplex consider a particular set of
« + 1 equidistant
points which lie on an «-sphere with center at the origin and
radius r = ay/1 fin + 2) . The results in [2] show that there exists a regular
«-simplex Sn for which these points are an integration formula. The vertices of
S„ lie on a sphere of radius a. The above argument shows that any re + 1 equidistant points on the sphere of radius r is also an integration formula for 5„. This
completes the proof of the theorem.

Table

1

Region

J2/J0

Pn

a2Hn + 2)

Sn

a2/nin

+ 2)

C„

a2/3

Qn

2a2/in + 1) (re + 2)

Values of 22/J0 are given in Table 1 for four regions (i.e., their interiors).
P„ is the re-sphere of radius a with centroid at the origin. Sn is any regular resimplex whose vertices lie on Pn. C„ is the w-cube with vertices (±a, ±a, • • •, ±a)
or this cube rotated in any manner. Qn is the region defined by the 2" inequalities
±*i ± x2 ± • • • ± x„ < a, or any rotation of this region. The regions Sn, C„,
and Qn are the only regular polytopes for re > 5 ([4], p. 120). In the following
section we use the fact that any vertex of (?„ is a distance of ay/2 from 2 (re — 1)
vertices and a distance of 2a from one vertex.

3. Formulas of degree 3. In this section we prove
Theorem 2. A necessary and sufficient condition that 2re points vi, ■• • , vn,
—v\, ■■■ , — vn form an equally weighted numerical integration formula of degree 3
for a symmetrical region is that these points form the vertices of a Qn whose centroid
coincides with the centroid of the region and lie on an n-sphere of radius r = y/nI2/Io-

Proof. The weight is =- 70. Let the points
(5)

Vi =

{VU, •■■ , Vin)

—Vi=

(-V¡1,

• • • , — Vin)

i =

1, • • • , «

satisfy
(6)

VliVlj +

■• • +

VniVnj = -j~ Sij
-»o
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(The integrals of the odd degree monomials are zero and are identically satisfied.)

Setting
.

VU

"Jl

• • •

Vni

vn

v»

■• •

vni

Pin

Vin

■• •

Vnn

the proof follows as in theorem

1. We find

d2(±Vf, ±vj)

= —¡A

i 9± j

i,j

= 1, • • ■ , w

and
Ait

\ -

4w/j
-to

This completes the proof.
The results of theorems 1 and 2 generalize results given by Thacher for the
2-cube (square) and the 3- cube. There may exist unequally weighted integration
formulas containing fewer points than those discussed here ; however, the equally
weighted formulas will probably remain important for applications.
4. Concluding remarks. One of the properties desirable in an integration formula is that the points be interior to the region. The 2w point formula given by
Tyler [5] for C„ using points on the coordinate axes has the points outside for
« > 3. We give here two formulas for C„ (with vertices (±1, ±1, • • • , ±1)) of
degrees 2 and 3 for which the points are interior for all w ([4], 245) :
Let Tk denote the point (71, 72, • • • , 7n) where

/2
72,-1=^/-cos

2rkir
^^

7* -1/3

. 2rkir
¡2 sin
w+ 1

r = 1, 2, • • • , [¿«]
([§«] is the greatest integer not exceeding \ri), and if « is odd yn = ( —1)*/\/3.
Then T0, Tu • • • , Tn satisfy the conditions of theorem 1, and all are interior to Cn.
Let 2* denote the point (<n, <n, ■• ■ , er„) where
O-ir-l

=

A/

ft

(2r - l)fer

- COS ^-

<T2r =

A/

ft

. (2r - l)far

"T Sin -

r = 1,2, ••• , [inland if »is odd Cn = ( —1)*/V3- Then
theorem 2 and all are
For the formulas
points relative to each
insight given by these
lem is that concerning

2i, ••• , 22„ satisfy the conditions of

interior to C„.
and regions we have considered, only the location of the
other and not to the region was found to be important. The
results may prove useful in further investigations ; one probformulas for more general regions.
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TECHNICAL NOTES AND SHORT PAPERS

A Method for the Numerical Evaluation of Certain Infinite Integrals
The solution of many physical problems often necessitates the numerical evaluation of infinite real integrals, a common example being that of solutions obtained
with the aid of integral transforms. The evaluation of such integrals is often a
laborious task, particularly
if the integrand is oscillatory, so that it is usual to
resort to special methods which give information for certain ranges of values of
the variables; methods of this type are those involving asymptotic expansions or
the related techniques of steepest descent and of stationary phase. The purpose of
the present note is to outline a method in which the value of such integrals is expressed in terms of a convergent series obtained by a modification of the corresponding asymptotic
expansion. The development
is given below for a special
case only, namely one which might arise in conjunction with the use of sine transforms; it will be clear however that these results can be readily generalized to
other types of integrals which are usually reduced to an asymptotic representation. Examples may be found in Erdélyi [1]. The method is thus valid whether
the integrand is oscillatory or not; in fact, though the special integrand considered in detail below does oscillate, inspection of the convergence proofs shows that
this fact is of little importance
to the developments
presented. A method which
holds in the case of oscillatory integrands has been described by I. M. Longman

[2].
Basic expansions.

Consider a convergent

integral lia)

of the form

—>0 steadily

as x —» °o.

/■CO

(1)

7(a)

= /

fix)

sin xdx;

fix)

Ja

By/W

—>0 steadily, we mean that/(3Ci) > fix2) > 0 if xi < ac2and lim/(x)

0; see Whittaker
and Watson [3].
shown to give the following result

(2)

7(a)

where/(i)

= ¿./»>(a)
t—o

= id^/dx1),

N successive

cos [a + *(r/2)]

provided

that/(x)

+

integrations

by parts

=

may be

/"*'/<*>(*) sin [x + N(r/2)]ix
■"<•

is differentiable

the required

number

of times, and that
(2a)

/(0(«)

-» 0 steadily as x -* «, ¡

i = 0, 1, 2, • • • .

The term in equation (2) containing the summation usually represents an asymptotic representation
of 7 for large values of a, and the infinite series obtained as
N is increased indefinitely in general does not converge. A convergent expansion
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